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Tuki - At a glance

mimodo AG - A labor of love develops into a business
Aline, Dominic‘s little sister, inspired us to develop a learning tower for her when we were 15 years old. We 

produced the first learning towers in our garage and developed step by step. Thanks to a lively exchange 

with our customers, we were able to learn a lot and incorporate this feedback into the design of today‘s 

Tuki. 

Products - Tuki / Tuki discovery cloth
Tuki Nature / Whitewash / Greywash / Lavendar: RRP EUR 299

Tuki discovery cloth: RRP EUR 79 (100% cotton, dyed in CH, sewn in Slovakia)

Top 3 unique selling points
Design: The ergonomic and aesthetic Tuki fits in every home. The design of the Tuki was awarded with the 

Red Dot Design Award - one of the biggest design awards in the world.

Safety: The safety of the Tuki was confirmed in the TÜV test. The additionally available discovery cloth 

offers the necessary safety for the smallest Tuki users.

Sustainability: The Tuki is built in France (Champagne region) from local wood. During the Tuki produc-

tion, travel distances are kept as short as possible. 

In summary
The Tuki learning tower - inspires young and old! 

Due to its height adjustability and load capacity up to 100 kg, it is suitable for children aged 1-8 

years and thus grows with the child. The Tuki Learning Tower is designed for children to encourage 

their spirit of discovery and bring them to the eye level of adults. The Tuki Learning Tower also has 

many advantages for parents: it relieves parents in the kitchen, as they do not have to carry their child 

around in their arms, and offers a very safe alternative to the ordinary chair. Moreover, thanks to its 

simple Swiss design, the Tuki Learning Tower fits into every household and is therefore not only practi-

cal but also stylish. 

The mimodo AG and therefore also the Tuki Learning Tower reflect sustainability, innovation, creati-

vity and future-oriented thinking. Our goal is to be able to offer the perfect product to our customers 

through all these components.


